Hero Charades

Materials:
Slips of paper with heroes’ job titles written on them
(suggestions: police officer, firefighter, teacher, Cub Scout leader, astronaut, librarian, doctor, search and rescue, lifeguard)

Instructions:
1. Divide the group into two teams.
2. A player from a team draws a slip of paper and acts out the part in front of both teams.
3. The first team to guess correctly scores a point. When the correct answer is given, the player who acted stands straight and the rest of the group salutes him.
4. Teams take turns acting out the heroes.
5. Try to make sure all players have a chance to act.
Hero Charade Ideas
(Cut into strips so that Cub Scouts can choose one to act out)

Police Officer
Firefighter
Teacher
Ambulance Driver
Cub Scout leader
Astronaut
Librarian
Doctor
Nurse
Lifeguard
Paramedic
Mail Carrier
Volunteers
Soldiers
Mayor
Judge
Garbage Collector
Secretary
Farmer
Blood Donor
Surgeon
Park Ranger
My Hero

(instructions)

Materials:
Blank “My Hero” sheet

Instructions:
Explain to the Cub Scouts that they have a hero on this paper that is ready to fight against whatever it is they would like their hero to fight against. Maybe their hero fights against bullies and mean kids at school. Maybe their hero fights criminals and robbers.

Have the Cub Scouts use their imaginations and creativity to complete the drawing of their hero. What are his or her strengths? What does he or she do best? What words might this hero like to say?

Make sure they put the name for the hero either at the top or at the bottom of the page.